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Introduction 
Recent Advances in Characterizing Asian Lacquers (RAdICAL) is a workshop that presents  complementary 
techniques and tools which can help scientists and conservators to acquire more detailed and accurate 
compositional information about lacquers, with the aim of  better understanding lacquered objects and 
their manufacture, use and preservation.   
The RAdICAL workshop objectives are to:   

•  demonstrate newly developed protocols, and the kinds of information that can be gathered using 
these approaches and methods  

•  provide participants with tools such as a shared reference 
 database and customized data evaluation software that can improve the capacity for 
characterization 

•  highlight the benefits that collaboration between scientists and conservators can provide  
•  identify pressing analytical and conservation issues and problems in the field, and priorities for 

future research 
 
The Workshop 
The five day workshop places an emphasis on application of new techniques to real lacquer samples. The 
workshop schedule  from the 2013 workshop, held at Yale University, provides more detail on how the 
workshop is structured. RAdICAL workshops have been held in the US, and there are plans to offer it in 
Europe and Asia.  
 
The Getty’s ongoing research into lacquer is a collaboration between the GCI and the J. Paul Getty Museum. 
Collaboration is a central theme in the workshop, which pairs conservators and scientists in research teams 
to study samples from lacquered objects from their own collections. The workshop presents a suite of 
complementary techniques including: 

• a precision layer-by-layer sampling technique, and 
Two complementary analytical procedures: 

• Pyrolysis-gas chromatography/mass spectrometry with thermally-assisted hydrolysis and 
methylation (THM-Py-GC/MS) and  

• microscopic examination of chemically-stained lacquer cross-sections 
It also provides customized software and a database of marker (or reference) compounds that facilitate 
characterization.  
 
Scientist/conservator teams use these techniques and tools to explore their samples and present their 
findings to the whole group for discussion. The week-long workshop concludes with wide-ranging 
discussions about the characterization and conservation of lacquer.  
 
Pedagogy 
Although general principles of lacquer manufacture and use are well known, ongoing research has 
highlighted that its historical use as an artistic medium is highly complex, and its deterioration mechanisms 
are not well understood. Consequently,  improving the understanding of lacquer as a material and 
developing best practices for the conservation of lacquer are of the highest importance.  

http://www.getty.edu/conservation/our_projects/science/lacquers/index.html
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Collaboration between scientists and conservators, which can direct research and interpretation and 
efficiently move research into practical application, is the best way to address this need.   
 
The pairing of scientists and conservators in research team is fundamental to the teaching of the RAdICAL 
workshops and makes the capacity of collaborative research to produce better 
 results explicit and practical. The interest in facilitating communication at the interface of research and 
conservation practice is a cornerstone of the larger GCI initiative Research into Practice of which the 
RAdICAL workshops are part.  
 
The workshop is not limited to five days in the classroom and laboratory; participants engage with workshop 
teaching materials and with each other  well in advance via a workshop website. Essential readings provide 
theory and new research, and videos  are used to introduce participants to the workshop instructors and the 
theory and hands-on use of the techniques featured in the workshop. Participants also begin the practical 
work of preparing and documenting samples for use during the workshop and identifying primary research 
questions about the objects they are sampling.   
 
Templates are an important tool used during the workshop. As documentation and data related to 
participants’ lacquer samples are generated before and during the workshop they are entered into a 
standard (and very straightforward) powerpoint template which will eventually serve as the final report. This 
ensures that the results of all of the hard work by participants are presented in a comparable way and can 
be discussed meaningfully. On the final day of the workshop, conservator/scientist  research teams present 
their findings using the template, which can also be easily converted to a poster format.  
 
Participants retain access to the workshop website which includes a discussion forum and other features for 
sharing information, and to which new and updated information is added with each workshop. In addition, 
they are formally introduced to the larger community of other workshop participants. Over the course of the 
workshop series, which will take place in the US, Europe and Asia, the hope is to build a community of 
practice that is committed to sharing information and coordinated research.  
 
Much of the material described above, including the workshop schedule, teaching outlines, instructional 
videos and templates is  also made available to the public. This material is free to use and, considered 
together, provides a detailed picture of the RAdICAL workshop. Further information about the Recent 
Advances in Characterizing Asian Lacquers workshops can be found at the Getty website. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.getty.edu/conservation/our_projects/education/research/
http://www.getty.edu/conservation/our_projects/education/radical/index.html
http://www.getty.edu/conservation/our_projects/education/radical/index.html
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Use of this material 
Didactic materials specifically created for the GCI's courses are often supplemented by assigned readings of 
published work. Due to copyright restrictions, many of the readings cited in the course bibliographies cannot 
be made available here. However, copyrighted materials can be obtained through Interlibrary loan (ILL). If 
your institutional or local library exchanges publications through interlibrary loan (ILL), items can be 
borrowed from a library that holds the publication. Additional information about acquiring copies of 
published material can also be found in AATA Online. 

The GCI is disseminating the didactic materials produced for its courses and workshops for classroom use or 
for personal learning. Unless otherwise indicated, the teaching materials on this site are copyrighted to the 
J. Paul Getty Trust. 

Users do not have to request permission from the J. Paul Getty Trust and/or the copyright owner prior to 
using any of the materials but must comply with the terms of the Creative Commons license noted at the 
bottom of each didactic material. Please note that teaching materials created by different instructors within 
the same course may carry different Creative Commons licenses.  

Materials that indicate "CC BY-NC-SA" may be adapted and you may use them to create derivative works 
non-commercially, if you credit the Getty Conservation Institute and the original instructor or author of the 
material and license your new creations under the identical terms. In this case, please use the following 
citation format: 
 
Based on original teaching material created by [name of instructor/author, if he/she is identified] for the 
course [course title] presented by the Getty Conservation Institute.  
License: Creative Commons BY-NC-SA 
 

 
 

Materials that indicate "CC BY-NC-ND" may not be adapted but may be used and shared non-commercially, 
if you credit the Getty Conservation Institute and the original instructor or author of the material. In this 
case, please use the following citation format: 
 
Teaching material created by [name of instructor/author, if he/she is identified] for the course [course title] 
presented by the Getty Conservation Institute. 
License: Creative Commons BY-NC-ND 

 
Your use of the material constitutes acceptance of the license and its conditions for use.  

http://aata.getty.edu/
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/

